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The Irish Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) commissioned an international group led by Aurum
E l ti S i DMT G bH & C KG d TNO B ilt E i t d G i t d tExploration Services, DMT GmbH & Co. KG and TNO Built Environment and Geosciences to conduct a pre-
f ibilit t d t th CO t t ti l i th i i it f I l d’ l t i l i t itt tfeasibility study to assess the CO2 storage potential in the vicinity of Ireland’s largest single point emitter at
Moneypoint Power Station (current emission rate 3 95 Mt CO per annum)Moneypoint Power Station (current emission rate 3.95 Mt CO2 per annum).

Potential storage reservoirs and seals belong to the Carboniferous Clare Basin West Ireland (Fig 1)Potential storage reservoirs and seals belong to the Carboniferous Clare Basin, West Ireland (Fig. 1).

In order to allow an early judgement of the Clare Basin’s principal storage feasibility, the study focuses on theIn order to allow an early judgement of the Clare Basin s principal storage feasibility, the study focuses on the
assessment of main geological criteria such as:g g

Reservoir depth
Reservoir size (storage capacity)
Trap style and size
Presence of faults / Compartmentalization
P bilit d f ti thi kPermeability and formation thickness
T i ibilitTransmissibility
Seal integritySeal integrity

Owing to very limited subsurface information from three deep boreholes and historical 2D seismic data (1962)Owing to very limited subsurface information from three deep boreholes and historical 2D seismic data (1962)
over the western part of the basin it was necessary to conduct extensive data compilation exercise All surfaceover the western part of the basin, it was necessary to conduct extensive data compilation exercise. All surface
and drill hole data were digitized from heterogeneous sources and integrated into a 3D geological model Anand drill hole data were digitized from heterogeneous sources and integrated into a 3D geological model. An
initial model served to define two additional new borehole locations (GSI 09/04 and GSI 09/05) which providedinitial model served to define two additional new borehole locations (GSI 09/04 and GSI 09/05) which provided
wireline log data and core samples.g p
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Fig. 2  Cross section through the Clare Basin
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Fig 3 3D view of surface at Base Ross Sandstone Fm /Top Clare Shale FmFig. 3  3D view of surface at Base Ross Sandstone Fm./Top Clare Shale Fm. 

For comparative purposes, the project resultsFor comparative purposes, the project results
context against a ‘hypothetical situation’, wheg yp ,
storage in the Clare Basin would be permissibg p
The “required parameters” for the hypotheti
are those considered necessary to stor
emissions during a lifetime of a power plant a
(total injectivity 200 Mt, injection rate 5 Mt/a).

F th ti f th h th ti lFurther assumptions for the hypothetical case

Net reservoir thickness: 80 mNet reservoir thickness: 80 m
Storage capacity: in the order of 2% ofStorage capacity: in the order of 2% of
aquifer pore volumeaquifer pore volume
Filling capacity of individual traps: 40%g p y p %
trapped pore volumepp p
Porosity: 20%
Permeability: >200 mD to ensure requ
injection rates

The comparison reveals that the actualThe comparison reveals that the actual
properties for the Clare Basin are farp p
necessary thresholds for successful storagy g
a saline aquifer.
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Fig. 1  Stratigraphy and facies development of the Carboniferous Clare Basin g g p y p
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The resultant data was assimilated into a final 3D subsurface model which provides a description of the structuralThe resultant data was assimilated into a final 3D subsurface model which provides a description of the structural
setting (Fig. 3) and the spatial reservoir/seal property distribution.g ( g ) p p p y

Potential trapping structures are related to Variscan folding. These are mostly of open symmetrical geometry (Fig.4).

The principal structures within the Dinantian Limestones are relatively broad, simple anticlines and synclines. Within the
sandstone to siltstone dominant sequences of the Namurian clastics fold wavelengths and amplitudes decrease.
C l t idth i f t t th kil t F ld h i ht f tl b t 75 d 130Commonly, trap widths are in a range from two to three kilometres. Fold heights are frequently between 75 and 130m,
l ll th h i f t 300locally they can reach a maximum of up to 300m.

The study demonstrates that the onshore part of the Clare Basin is unsuitable for the storage of substantial volumes ofThe study demonstrates that the onshore part of the Clare Basin is unsuitable for the storage of substantial volumes of
COCO2.

Several geological factors are unfavourable:Several geological factors are unfavourable:

The subsidence history of the sedimentary basin produced an overall trough geometry under which theThe subsidence history of the sedimentary basin produced an overall trough geometry, under which the
formation of structural traps is very limited (Fig 5);formation of structural traps is very limited (Fig. 5);
The post depositional tectonics amplified this adverse configuration With the exception of a restrictedThe post depositional tectonics amplified this adverse configuration. With the exception of a restricted
central area all possible anticlinal traps plunge into the basin centre and produce spill points towards thecentral area, all possible anticlinal traps plunge into the basin centre and produce spill points towards the
western and eastern margins (Fig. 6);western and eastern margins (Fig. 6);
Possible remaining traps are relatively small in size and would require many gas injection wells (Fig. 6);Possible remaining traps are relatively small in size and would require many gas injection wells (Fig. 6);
Observed brittle tectonics such as thrusts, strike-slip and normal faults may further compartmentalize, p y p
potential reservoirs;p
A risk for gas spill exists also towards the South and North (Fig. 6);
All possible reservoirs and seals subcrop at today’s surface and could provide pathways for CO2
migration into the biosphere;
Porosity and permeability on core samples show very poor properties in the order of less than 1.5%

it d 0 025 D bilit (Fi 7)porosity and 0.025mD permeability (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6 Principal trap configuration Fig. 7 Porosity-Permeability Cross-plot from Core Samples


